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ABSTRACT—When the senses deliver conflicting information,

vision dominates spatial processing, and audition dominates

temporal processing. We asked whether this sensory spe-

cialization results in cross-modal encoding of unisensory

input into the task-appropriate modality. Specifically, we

investigated whether visually portrayed temporal structure

receives automatic, obligatory encoding in the auditory

domain. In three experiments, observers judgedwhether the

changes in two successive visual sequences followed the same

or different rhythms. We assessed temporal representations

by measuring the extent to which both task-irrelevant au-

ditory information and task-irrelevant visual information

interfered with rhythm discrimination. Incongruent audi-

tory information significantly disrupted task performance,

particularly when presented during encoding; by contrast,

varying the nature of the rhythm-depicting visual changes

had minimal impact on performance. Evidently, the per-

ceptual system automatically and obligatorily abstracts

temporal structure from its visual form and represents this

structure using an auditory code, resulting in the experience

of ‘‘hearing visual rhythms.’’

People’s interpretation of the world depends on information de-

livered through multiple senses. Over the past 40 years, nu-

merous studies have investigated how human perceptual systems

coordinate this varied input to create a unified description of

reality. Early work suggested that vision predominates in multi-

sensory processing: When visual information conflicts with in-

formation from other sensory modalities, vision typically ‘‘wins’’

(e.g., Hay, Pick, & Ikeda, 1965; Howard & Templeton, 1966).

Recent work, however, converges on a more balanced view:

Although vision dominates audition for processing spatial in-

formation, audition often dominates vision for processing tem-

poral information (e.g., Bertelson & Aschersleben, 1998;

Kitagawa & Ichihara, 2002; Kitajima & Yamashita, 1999; Re-

canzone, 2003; Repp & Penel, 2002; Wada, Kitagawa, & Nog-

uchi, 2003). For example, a repetitive sound (auditory flutter)

presented simultaneously with a flickering light causes the rate of

perceived visual flicker to shift toward the auditory flutter rate

(e.g., Shipley, 1964; Welch, DuttonHurt, & Warren, 1986).

Known as auditory driving, this tendency for visual flicker to

become perceptually synchronized with auditory flutter occurs

even though the flutter and flicker rates are easily distinguished

when presented in succession (Recanzone, 2003). Auditory

dominance of temporal perception also shows up in the most

simple of experiences: A single flash and single audible click

occurring in close temporal proximity shift perceptually toward

temporal coincidence, with misperception of the visual stimulus

accounting for the bulk of the shift (Fendrich & Corballis, 2001).

The conditions yielding dominance of vision versus domi-

nance of hearing likely reflect divergent specializations of vis-

ual and auditory processing, respectively. According to the

modality-appropriateness hypothesis (Welch, 1999; Welch &

Warren, 1980), perception gives precedence to the ‘‘best’’ sen-

sory modality for the task at hand: vision for spatial judgments

and audition for temporal judgments. Intersensory conflicts are

resolved through subjugation of the less reliable sense—as

implied by auditory driving—and possibly even through sen-

sory recalibration (Kitagawa & Ichihara, 2002; Recanzone,

1998, 2003).

Largely ignored, however, has been another potential con-

sequence of sensory specialization: cross-modal encoding of

unisensory input into the ‘‘appropriate’’ modality. Might people

‘‘see’’ the spatial layout of an auditory array or—as we inves-

tigated—‘‘hear’’ the temporal structure of visual changes?

While concentrating on visual sequences consisting of tempo-

rally random contrast changes, we noticed a natural tendency to

hear the temporal sequencing of these changes as well. Of

course, the auditory referencing of visual events is not an en-

tirely new experience; for example, many people engage in

subvocalized speech when reading text. However, what we en-

countered when watching visual sequences had a markedly

different flavor: It arose automatically, unintentionally, and
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without learning or practice. Most notably, we could not ignore

the auditory rhythm implied by the visual changes.

In the current article, we present three experiments exam-

ining the reality of ‘‘hearing visual rhythms.’’ Specifically, these

experiments investigated the idea that rhythm (technically

termed temporal structure) portrayed solely by visual input

receives automatic, obligatory encoding in the auditory domain.

Previous research on modality effects in rhythm processing

indicates that auditory rhythmic stimuli produce better short-

term memory than comparable visual stimuli (Glenberg, Mann,

Altman, Forman, & Procise, 1989), particularly when musically

structured (Glenberg & Jona, 1991). These effects could be

attributable to the use of modality-specific temporal codes,

which are more reliable in audition than in vision, or to the cost

of translating visual stimuli into a different format (either au-

ditory or amodal in nature). Collier and Logan (2001) tested

these hypotheses explicitly by having participants match two

rhythmic sequences either within or across sensory modalities.

Performance in all conditions converged at slower presentation

rates, suggesting gradual translation to a universal code. Even

at the fastest rate, however, performance in the cross-modal

conditions—which contained one (presumably well-encoded)

auditory sequence—typically did not exceed performance with

two visual sequences. From these findings, Collier and Logan

concluded that rapidly presented rhythmic sequences become

encoded in a modality-specific manner, thus introducing a cost

for comparing rhythms across different modalities.

In the experiments we report here, the idea of rapid, obliga-

tory cross-modal encoding is addressed using a paradigm

probably more sensitive to underlying representations of tem-

poral structure. In our experiments, observers performed a

same/different discrimination task concerning the rhythms of

two visual sequences. We assessed temporal representations by

measuring the extent to which both task-irrelevant auditory

information and task-irrelevant visual information interfered

with performance.

In interference paradigms, the extent of task disruption re-

flects the extent to which the representation of the to-be-en-

coded information overlaps with the representation of the

irrelevant information. If visually presented temporal se-

quences automatically become represented in an auditory

manner, then incongruent auditory information should impair

processing of the visual stimuli. By contrast, if comparison of

two visual temporal sequences utilizes visual representations,

then incongruent auditory signals should have minimal effect;

however, manipulations that disrupt the visual similarity of the

two sequences—even if along a task-irrelevant dimension—

should disrupt processing.

EXPERIMENT 1

This first experiment examined whether task-irrelevant auditory

stimulation disrupts encoding of visual temporal sequences.

Observers performed a sequence-discrimination task in silence,

in the presence of congruent auditory information, or in the

presence of incongruent auditory information.

This experiment and the others that follow differ in several

ways from previous investigations of modality effects in rhythm

processing. First, earlier experiments used predominantly slow,

musiclike rhythms (e.g., Collier & Logan, 2001; Glenberg &

Jona, 1991; Glenberg et al., 1989). By contrast, we used stimuli

with stochastic temporal structure whose successive beats,

while creating distinct, perceptible temporal structure, oc-

curred too closely in time for controlled, strategic recoding.

Therefore, any auditory-visual interactions observed may be

attributed to rapid, automatic processes. Second, visual stimuli

in previous experiments consisted of sequences of simple, re-

petitive light flashes. Our experiments used complex visual

stimuli in which changes signified the ‘‘beats.’’ These stimuli

impart rich visual information (e.g., contrast summation over

time) in addition to the relevant temporal structure, which may

bias performance against the use of auditory codes, if such

codes exist. Finally, unlike earlier work, our experiments in-

termixed different trial types unpredictably, precluding shifts in

strategy based on trial type. Thus, representations revealed

should be those arising naturally and unintentionally.

Method

Observers

The three authors and 7 naive observers participated in this

experiment. All 10 observers had normal or corrected-to-normal

vision and normal hearing.

Apparatus

Testing occurred in a darkened, quiet room. The visual stimuli

appeared on a MultiSync XE monitor (21 in.; 1024 � 768 pix-

els; 75 Hz) positioned at eye level, 80 cm from the observers’

eyes. The sound stimuli were generated by a pair of Apple Pro

speakers, positioned to either side of the monitor.

Stimuli

Figure 1 contains a schematic depiction of the visual and

auditory stimuli. The visual stimuli consisted of vertically ori-

ented, even-symmetric Gabor patches (frequency 5 0.75 cy-

cles/deg; SD5 0.51; contrast5 80%), with a visible diameter of

approximately 2.51. Over time, the Gabor patches reversed in

contrast; the timing of the contrast reversals defined a visual

‘‘rhythm.’’1

Each visual rhythm consisted of 17 frames, presented at a

frequency of 9.4 Hz (i.e., 106.7 ms/frame). Following the initial

frame, contrast reversals occurred on 8 of the 16 remaining

1We use the term ‘‘rhythm’’ here for simplicity; however, we should reiterate
that the stimuli did not contain musiclike structure.
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frames, resulting in rhythms with 8 visual beats. The distribu-

tion of the beats depended on a random point process, with the

constraints that no more than 4 visual beats could occur con-

secutively and no more than 4 consecutive frames could be

presented without a visual beat.

On same trials, identical visual rhythms appeared within the

two sequential presentations (see Fig. 1a). On different trials,

the two visual rhythms were defined by different random point

processes with a correlation of 0 (see Fig. 1b); hence, the timing

of any given beat, relative to the start of the sequence in

question, bore no relation to the timing of beats in the other

sequence. However, both rhythms started and ended with the

same Gabor patch, such that only the timing of the contrast

reversals differentiated the two sequences.

Auditory stimuli consisted of a sequence of eight clicks (2 ms,

800 Hz, 60 dB) following random point processes like those

defining the visual sequences. On congruent trials, the auditory

clicks precisely matched the timing of the visual changes in

each of the two sequences (see Fig. 1a). On incongruent trials,

the auditory clicks followed point processes that were uncor-

related with the visual changes (see Fig. 1b); the auditory se-

quences could be the same or different over the two intervals.

On no-sound trials, the visual sequences appeared without any

auditory accompaniment.

Design

The nature of the auditory sequence (congruent with visual

sequence, incongruent with visual sequence, or no sound) was

the key independent variable. All observers participated in four

experimental sessions, each containing 10 same and 10 different

trials of each type.

Procedure

Each trial consisted of the sequential presentation of two visual

or auditory-visual sequences, separated by a 1,600-ms inter-

stimulus interval (ISI). The various trial types appeared in

random order, and no cue revealed which type to expect.

Observers were instructed to ignore the auditory information

and to indicate, by pressing one of two keys, whether the two

visual sequences had the same or different temporal structure.

An auditory ‘‘ping’’ provided feedback for incorrect responses.

The screen was blank during the ISI and after the second

sequence, until response. A fixation cross appeared 2 s after

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the visual and auditory stimuli used in Experiment 1: (a) two visual sequences constituting a same trial accompanied
by congruent auditory sequences and (b) two visual sequences constituting a different trial accompanied by two different incongruent auditory
sequences. The arrows indicate the timing of the visual beats (points in time when the Gabor patches underwent contrast reversals), and the speakers
indicate the timing of the auditory clicks. Note that on both same and different trials, the auditory signals could be either congruent with the visual
beats, incongruent with the visual beats, or absent altogether; the two factors were orthogonal, meaning that auditory sequences alone provided no
cue for reliable discrimination of same versus different visual sequences.
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response, at which time observers could initiate the next trial by

pressing the space bar.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2 depicts observers’ ability to match the visual rhythms in

the various auditory conditions, collapsed over same and different

trials. Clearly, the presence and nature of the auditory sequence

significantly affected task performance, F(2, 18) 5 90.4, p <

.001, Z2 5 .91. Planned comparisons confirmed that the no-

sound condition differed from both the congruent sound and the

incongruent sound conditions, t(9) 5 7.8, p < .001, Z2 5 .87,

and t(9) 5 7.0, p < .001, Z2 5 .84, respectively. Incongruent

auditory stimulation significantly interfered with observers’

ability to track a visual rhythm. This cross-modal interference

cannot be attributed to the presence of sound per se: When

congruent with the visual rhythm, auditory stimulation enhanced

task performance. Furthermore, we doubt that these results are

attributable to criterion effects (Marks, Ben-Artzi, & Lakatos,

2003): A d0 analysis—which revealed observers’ ability to dis-

criminate same trials from different trials irrespective of response

bias—yielded qualitatively similar results.2

Might the effects simply reflect auditory ‘‘capture’’ of the

visual rhythms—alteration of the visual input to coincide with

the auditory input? On incongruent sound trials, whether the

two auditory sequences were the same as or different from one

another significantly influenced observers’ responses: As would

be expected on the basis of auditory capture, more responses

matched the similarity of the auditory sequences than would be

expected by chance (62.1% vs. 50.0%), t(9) 5 6.0, p< .001, Z2

5 .80. However, results from ancillary experiments do not

support auditory capture as the basis of the cross-modal inter-

ference effect. In one experiment, observers judged whether or

not the visual changes within given sequences occurred in

synchrony with the superimposed auditory clicks. Observers

experienced no confusion between the visual and auditory beats

(mean performance 5 98.4% correct). This finding may be

contrasted with experiments on auditory driving (Recanzone,

2003), in which simultaneously presented visual flicker and

auditory flutter appear to occur at the same rate, despite being

distinguishable if presented sequentially. In another follow-up

study, analogous to Experiment 1, we had observers track au-

ditory rhythms presented either in isolation, with congruent

visual sequences, or with incongruent visual sequences. Visual

input had virtually no impact on performance, F(2, 18) 5 1.2,

p 5 .33, Z2 5 .11, with observers averaging 94.6% correct

performance across all conditions. The high fidelity of auditory

rhythm tracking suggests that visual rhythm tracking during

concurrent auditory stimulation—if dependent on auditory

capture—should have reflected the similarity of the two audi-

tory sequences more closely than observed (94.6% as opposed

to 62.1%). We conclude, therefore, that the strong cross-modal

interference found in Experiment 1 does not arise from auditory

distortion of the visual sequences.

EXPERIMENT 2

The robust cross-modal interference seen in Experiment 1, as

well as the performance enhancement effected by congruent

auditory information, reinforced our intuition that visual tem-

poral structure is automatically (though perhaps imperfectly)

encoded using an auditory representation. By this hypothesis,

the nontemporal properties of the visual stimulus should affect

rhythm processing only to the extent that they facilitate or

disrupt the extraction of distinct changes for auditory encoding.

Experiment 2 tested this idea by pitting task-irrelevant audi-

tory information against task-irrelevant visual information in

their capacity to interfere with rhythm discrimination. To induce

visual interference, we varied across sequences the nature of the

visual changes giving rise to the temporal structure; this ma-

nipulation differentiated the sequences’ visual representations

without affecting any corresponding auditory codes. If visual

representations underlie the processing of visual temporal

structure, then stimulus variations along the task-irrelevant

visual dimension would be expected to impair rhythm discrimi-

nation performance. However, if people automatically abstract an

auditory code from visual changes, regardless of the nature of

those changes, then task-irrelevant auditory information would

be expected to interfere with rhythm discrimination to a greater

extent than task-irrelevant visual information.

Method

Once again, observers made same/different judgments con-

cerning the rhythm of two sequences that were depicted by a

Fig. 2. Results of Experiment 1: proportion of correct responses as a
function of the nature of the auditory sequences. Error bars depict
standard errors across observers.

2Similar d0 analyses rule out decisional biases as the explanation for the
results of Experiments 2 and 3.
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series of visual changes. However, the rhythms appeared with or

without task-irrelevant auditory information and with or without

task-irrelevant visual information.

In this experiment, task-irrelevant auditory information

consisted of sequences of eight clicks that were always incon-

gruent with the timing of the visual changes. When auditory

rhythms were present, observers always heard different se-

quences during the two intervals; when auditory rhythms were

absent, no sound accompanied the visual stimuli.

Task-irrelevant visual information arose through variations in

the nature of the visual changes giving rise to the two successive

visual rhythms. Rhythms could be portrayed by the timing of

contrast reversals or by the timing of 901 orientation changes.

On trials without task-irrelevant visual information, the same

type of visual change depicted both visual rhythms: Trials

consisted of two sequences of contrast reversals or two se-

quences of orientation reversals. On trials with task-irrelevant

information, different types of visual change were used in the

two sequences: That is, contrast reversals depicted the first

rhythm and orientation reversals the second rhythm, or vice

versa. As before, same trials contained two sequences of iden-

tically timed changes, whereas different trials contained two

sequences of differently timed changes. We instructed observ-

ers to ignore the nature of the visual changes, as well as auditory

input, in making their same/different judgments about the vis-

ually defined rhythms.

The same 10 observers who participated in Experiment 1

completed four sessions of 80 randomly ordered trials (10 same

and 10 different trials of each type). Experiment 2 matched

Experiment 1 in all other aspects of the methodology.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 summarizes observers’ ability to discriminate two suc-

cessive visual rhythms under the various auditory and visual

conditions; as before, the data are collapsed over same and dif-

ferent trials. Task-irrelevant information in both the auditory and

visual domains significantly reduced task performance,F(1, 9)5

48.2, p< .001, Z2 5 .72, and F(1, 9) 5 19.2, p< .01, Z2 5 .06,

respectively; the interaction between these factors did not ap-

proach significance, F < 1. However, incongruent auditory in-

formation on its own produced much greater interference with

rhythm discrimination than did varying the visual stimuli along a

task-irrelevant dimension, t(9) 5 4.4, p < .01, Z2 5 .68, even

though the task is inherently and solely visual in nature.

These results imply that the human perceptual system may

indeed encode visual rhythm sequences in an essentially au-

ditory manner: Incongruent auditory information substantially

impeded rhythm memory, even though this information was ir-

relevant to the visual task. Moreover, this auditory encoding of

visual temporal structure appears to be obligatory. Despite re-

alizing that auditory inputs could be confusing, observers were

unable to ignore the sounds and rely exclusively on the visual

sequences. When the same type of change portrayed both

rhythms, these visual sequences contained potential informa-

tion that could be divorced from the temporal structure per se

(e.g., contrast summation over time). Nonetheless, adding task-

irrelevant visual information impaired rhythm discrimination

only slightly, suggesting primary reliance on temporal structure

encoded in an auditory format.

EXPERIMENT 3

The discrimination of visual rhythms involves several compo-

nent processes, including perceptual encoding of the first se-

quence’s temporal structure, retention of this information in

working memory, and comparison of this information with the

second sequence’s temporal structure (either during its pres-

entation or following perceptual encoding). Though we assumed

that cross-modal interference disrupts the encoding of a durable

representation, this assumption had to be tested. To this end, we

performed Experiment 3, in which task-irrelevant auditory in-

formation accompanied only the first visual sequence (i.e., en-

coding), only the second visual sequence (i.e., retrieval and

comparison), both sequences, or neither sequence.

Method

Experiment 3 employed the same observers, stimuli, and pro-

cedure as Experiment 1, with the exception that the design

involved the factorial combinations of two variables: sound at

encoding (present or absent) and sound at retrieval (present or

absent). All auditory sequences were incongruent with the

concurrent visual sequences; when present during both inter-

vals, the two auditory sequences differed from one another.

Fig. 3. Results of Experiment 2: proportion of correct responses as a
function of the presence or absence of task-irrelevant information in the
auditory and visual domains. Error bars depict standard errors across
observers.
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Results and Discussion

Figure 4 summarizes performance in the various conditions.

When an incongruent auditory sequence accompanied encod-

ing of the first visual rhythm, observers showed a large deficit in

performance, F(1, 9) 5 16.6, p < .01, Z2 5 .48. Additionally,

incongruent auditory information during retrieval (i.e., accom-

panying the second visual rhythm) diminished task perform-

ance slightly, though not significantly,F(1, 9)5 4.8, p5 .06,Z2

5 .06. A direct pair-wise comparison indicated that sound at

encoding affected rhythm matching significantly more than

sound at retrieval, t(9) 5 2.5, p< .05, Z2 5 .41. The interaction

between the two factors did not reach significance, F(1, 9) 5

1.8, p 5 .21, Z2 5 .01.

In sum, task-irrelevant auditory information primarily affects

the perceptual system’s ability to encode visual temporal

structure. This finding supports the notion that temporal rhythm

information—even when presented visually—is automatically

and involuntarily registered and remembered using an auditory

code. Additionally, auditory stimulation may interfere with the

retrieval of previously stored visual rhythms or the comparison

of two temporal structures; however, as the effect of auditory

stimulation during the second sequence may simply reflect

encoding of the second visual rhythm, this latter conjecture

remains to be tested.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The perception of a unitary environment depends critically on

interactions among the senses. The experiments presented here

suggest that obligatory cross-modal encoding may be one type of

sensory interaction that, though often overlooked, plays a role in

shaping people’s perceptual reality.

Experiment 1 indicated that rhythmic auditory sequences

disrupt processing of visual temporal structure. Experiment 2

further demonstrated that this auditory interference far out-

weighs the impact of varying the nature of the stimulus changes

giving rise to visual temporal structure. Experiment 3 confirmed

that cross-modal interference impairs encoding of the temporal

structure, rather than (or in addition to) its retrieval. Together,

these findings suggest that the human perceptual system ab-

stracts temporal structure from the nature of its visual ‘‘mes-

senger,’’ automatically representing this structure using an

essentially auditory code.

In some respects, the idea of visual-to-auditory cross-en-

coding seems familiar. Many people experience subvocal

speech when reading, and accomplished musicians report

hearing music when viewing a musical score (Brodsky, Henik,

Rubinstein, & Zorman, 2003). However, these experiences,

which may better be termed cross-modal recoding, differ sig-

nificantly from the phenomenon reported here. Both subvocal

reading and auditory imagery from musical notation develop

only after considerable practice. By contrast, the cross-modal

encoding of visual temporal structure demonstrated in the

present experiments arose without explicit learning or practice.

This makes sense because, unlike the auditory experiences that

accompany the viewing of written words or a musical score, the

auditory representation of temporal structure bears a natural,

nonarbitrary relationship to the inducing visual stimulus.

Perhaps most important, whereas the auditory recoding of text

or music likely reflects an effortful processing strategy (at least

prior to extensive practice), the cross-modal encoding of visual

temporal structure appears to be automatic and obligatory. The

visual rhythms we used were presented too rapidly to realisti-

cally allow an effortful recoding strategy. Furthermore, such a

strategy would prove suboptimal if observers could instead take

advantage of visual representations, which would be unaffected

by auditory stimulation. In a study supporting this strategic-

versus-obligatory distinction, Brodsky et al. (2003) found that

short-term memory for musical notation was disrupted by ef-

fortful coarticulation—indicating that auditory imagery plays a

role in this task—but not by passive auditory input. As we have

discussed, passive auditory information in our task had a pro-

found impact on the encoding of visual temporal structure.

Obligatory cross-modal encoding also differs from other types

of auditory-visual interactions discussed in the literature. Pre-

viously demonstrated effects include the disambiguation of

visual motion displays with ecologically valid sound stimuli

(Sekuler, Sekuler, & Lau, 1997) and the auditory induction of

illusory flashing in an unambiguous disk of light (Shams,

Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2000, 2002). The ventriloquism effect

(e.g., Howard & Templeton, 1966) and auditory driving (e.g.,

Recanzone, 2003; Shipley, 1964) both reflect capture of one

sensory modality by conflicting information in another, resulting

Fig. 4. Results of Experiment 3: proportion of correct responses as a
function of the presence or absence of auditory stimulation during the first
(encoding) and second (retrieval) visual sequences. Error bars depict
standard errors across observers.
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in a unitary perceptual experience. In all of these cases, in-

formation in one sensory modality dramatically affects per-

ception in another sensory modality. In the current study,

auditory information did not alter perception of the relevant

visual stimuli; the auditory and visual rhythms maintained their

perceptual distinctiveness (see Experiment 1). Thus, the audi-

tory-visual interactions did not result in the perceptual expe-

rience of unity.3 Rather, the auditory information interfered with

the encoding of a durable representation of visual temporal

structure, suggesting that this nominally visual representation

was essentially auditory in nature.

Nonetheless, cross-modal encoding may have important im-

plications for the processing of a unitary reality. Previous re-

search on spatial processing suggests the existence of a unified

neural representation of visual and auditory space (Knudsen &

Brainard, 1995). This finding, as well as the phenomenon re-

ported here, suggests that the critical modules of perceptual

processing involve dimensions of the environment such as

space and time, rather than strict sensory segregation (see also

Shimojo & Shams, 2001). A perceptual module for processing

time, for example, would facilitate the construction of a unitary

temporal framework from multiple sensory modalities. Domi-

nance effects may arise from differential weightings of inputs to

the module, as suggested by the modality-appropriateness hy-

pothesis (Welch, 1999; Welch & Warren, 1980). Furthermore,

given the effectiveness with which auditory information reflects

time, the representations arising from such a module could well

engender an auditory (rather than amodal) character, resulting

in the experience of ‘‘hearing’’ visual temporal structure.

Does there exist physiological evidence for a multimodal

temporal processing module? In a study of auditory and visual

rhythm reproduction, Penhune, Zatorre, and Evans (1998)

found that visual rhythms produced activation in regions of

multimodal cortex (superior temporal sulcus and insula); in-

terestingly, however, auditory rhythms did not give rise to

similar activation. Nonetheless, multimodal cortex may contain

neural machinery supporting generalized temporal processing.

Alternatively, auditory cortex may itself contain such machin-

ery. Recent studies demonstrate that primary auditory cortex

can be activated by visual stimuli that merely imply sound (e.g.,

Calvert et al., 1997). Might visual rhythms also activate auditory

cortex? Clearly, further research is needed to unravel the neural

underpinnings of cross-modal temporal processing.

In conclusion, the present results imply that visual temporal

structure is automatically and effortlessly transformed from its

inherently visual form into an accurate auditory representation.

This process of transformation could be construed as a form of

synesthesia, wherein stimulation of one modality evokes sen-

sory experiences in another (Robertson, 2003). Unlike in most

forms of synesthesia, however, the relation between the auditory

representation and visual temporal structure is not arbitrary but

is, instead, isomorphic. People tend to hear rhythms in the

mind’s ear that are synchronized with rapidly occurring visual

changes. Think about this tendency the next time you watch a

conductor’s arm movements coordinating a musical passage or

see a naval ship flashing Morse code signals.
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